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Retail Organizations Are in a Digital Deadlock 
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Over63.4%

of retailers worldwide are 
currently in a "digital deadlock," 

according to IDC's research

The majority of retail organizations are still in the initial stages of digital transformation and are not able to extract the required insights from their data 
and utilize them in real time. Their e�orts to drive holistic improvements to customer experience and productivity are limited. A majority of retailers have 
just put in place ad hoc capabilities that address specific new processes, but have not addressed the foundations required to sustain significant future gains.

Transform how data and insights are utilized to drive improved consumer engagement, operational process e�ciencies, and data-driven management. 
As a result, 50% of retail tech spend in 2020 will be data related.

IDC expects that by 2020, 60% of all enterprises will be implementing an organizationwide 
digital transformation (DX) platform strategy and by 2021, 90% of new intelligent systems 
will have an embedded decision-centric computing architecture.

Digital transformation in retail requires:

Business and organizational model shifts 

Data utilization and monetization shifts 

Technology investment shifts 

The First Step
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Three fundamental opportunities for retail businesses as they digitally transform to create sustainable customer engagement and e�ciency strategies 
(even as consumers continue to shift how they shop) are:

Enabling innovation by implementing a digital platform: 58.0% of retailers worldwide report that one of the top 3 current priorities is to implement a 
digital platform to become a data-driven enterprise. When data is visible, insights actionable, and processes composable, platforms can be adapted to 
enable continued innovation.
 
Making the customer the center of data management, processes, and skills (to personalize customer engagement, including promotions, content, 
contextualized location-based interactions, service, and support). 53.8% of retailers worldwide report that one of the top 3 current priorities is 
organizational transformation to introduce new (customer-centric) skills and processes.

Enabling data-driven management with new KPIs: 40.4% of retailers worldwide report that one of the top 3 current priorities is to introduce new KPIs 
to measure leadership, customer advocacy, information value, operating models, and workforce. 

2018 2020 2022 2027

The Digital
Deadlock

Getting Digital
Done

Innovation
Realization

Full Digital
Transformer

75% of organizations 
will have digitally 
transformed80% of revenue growth will 

depend on digital 
o�erings and operations

Retailers Organize for DX and Digitally Transform
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50% of total technology 
spending in retail will be 
data-related investments63.4% of retail 

organizations 
are in digital 
deadlock
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IDC defines the digital transformation (DX) platform as "the technology 
architecture that accelerates DX initiatives for the enterprise, enabling the rapid 
creation of externally facing digital products, services, and experiences, while 
aggressively modernizing the internal IT environment toward an 'intelligent core,' 
which turns the data into actions."

To break that deadlock, retailers need to be digitally transformed. IDC believes that enterprises that employ a platform approach are most likely to be 
"digitally transformed" over the next three to five years. 

The DX platform is data driven: an intelligent core constitutes the heart of this system. The 
proper operation of this system depends on the timely and ubiquitous availability of relevant 
data in the right format to fuel the various actions of the intelligent enterprise.

Requires enterprises to evolve to a next-generation architecture based on the 
premise of comprehensive awareness, augmentation of human decisions, and 
automation of machine decisions, while leveraging their existing enterprise 
data and legacy application assets.
 
Must serve the needs of customers, partners, and the enterprise 
applications and services.

Is dynamic, value seeking, and makes use of sophisticated integration 
and machine intelligent technologies.

The intelligent core:

The intelligent core must allow for comprehensive information governance 
and powerful data management solutions.

ECOSYSTEM ENGAGEMENTS

IN
TERNAL PROCESSESData Insights

EXTERNAL PROCESSESData Actions

INTELLIGENT
CORE

Analytics

Data Lake Database

Data Stream

Decision
Automation

AI/ML

An Intelligent Core is the Heart of the Data-Driven DX Platform
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Legacy applications and data repositories are still limiting the ability for 
retailers to successfully optimize their organizations.

The data core materializes as a new architecture for retail, with 
customer, partner, product, order, and sales data at the center of a 
commerce platform, surrounded by other key enterprise and consumer 
services, and by the underlying data and integration services. 

Many retail use cases rely on access to data and the insights that drive intelligent processes.
Let's explore four of the highest priority use cases for digital transformation in retail:

1 2 3 4
Optimized 
supply networks

Intelligent order 
fulfillment and returns

Hyper-personalized 
engagement

Curated product 
assortments

Retailers must be able to flexibly utilize this 
data to develop intelligent data- and 
analytics-driven processes that leverage 
multiple data sources and multiple data flows, 
with an ability to scale and quickly adapt to 
changing business dynamics.

Retailers Organize for DX and Digitally Transform



Optimized Supply Networks
Use Case 1
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System requirements
This is only possible by enabling collaborative, interoperable supply chain solutions that have near-real-time access to a variety of internal and 
external data sources with transactional-analytic processing capabilities. In some cases, resultant analytic data will initiate processes to address 
supply requirements; in others, alerts will be triggered providing an opportunity for further response by employees.

Objectives
Retailers want to improve sales and profitability by enabling visibility, 
accessibility, and interoperability to partner networks to improve 
predictive inventory placement and fulfillment execution. 

Solution
A platform that enables interoperability with partners enables visibility 
to supplier capacity and augmented supply chain forecasting, 
planning, and execution. These capabilities allow retailers to adapt 
responsively to real-time events, thus improving inventory availability 
and removing latency and bottlenecks in distribution and supply. 

Challenge
Far too many retailers continue to use spreadsheets to manage 
demand forecasting, supply planning, and supply network order 
management. Given expectations that less inventory be carried, but 
that customer service levels be improved, these antiquated supply 
network planning methods are no longer tenable.

Benefits
Increased agility to predictively and responsively move inventory and 
direct fulfillment execution given direct access to partner network 
capacity and capabilities. 

The ultimate reward: sales and profitability improvements.
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Intelligent Order Fulfillment
Use Case 2
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System requirements
This is only possible by enabling a single view of accurate inventory data that reflects real-time data collection of product movements 
(transactions), combined with real-time requests for inventory (from employees or consumer-facing commerce systems), with a fully integrated 
enterprise inventory management and operational fulfillment capability. A variety of data sources (internal and external) and execution systems 
(core ERP, TMS, GTM, and WMS systems; possibly including robotics, drones, and AGVs) come into play, and need to connect to a data platform 
with predictive analytics and machine learning capabilities that optimize inventory fulfillment for profitability and customer satisfaction.

Objectives
Retailers want to increase sales by enabling consumer visibility to 
inventory, and by providing fulfillment by every means possible, including 
in-store buying and pick-up and online ordering and fulfillment. Quite 
often, retailers leverage third-party suppliers and/or fulfillment partners or 
pick-up points to extend capabilities.

Solution
Orchestrated fulfillment processes among all enterprise supply points 
including stores, distribution centers, third-party distributors, and 
pick-up points. Prerequisites include visibility to all cross-channel 
network inventory, enabling the customer to buy anywhere, receive 
anywhere, and return anywhere.

Challenge
Most retailers do not have access to a single data view of data nor do they 
have data that is "clean" enough to share with consumers. Currently, most 
retailers do forecast-driven inventory positioning, but execution is 
burdened by latencies, limited trust in inventory accuracy, and manual 
processes that are not responsive enough to meet the realities of today's 
retail environment, thus limiting consumer responsiveness.

Benefits
By allowing the customer to buy anywhere, receive anywhere, and 
return anywhere, customer lifetime value increases, improving the 
likelihood of YoY revenue growth.



Hyper-Personalized Engagement
Use Case 3
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System requirements
Exceptional personalized customer experiences must be predicated by the collection, integration, management, and analysis of internal and external consumer data, 
and then correlated to o�ers, prices, product availability, and ideally the consumer's contextualized expectations from a consumer journey perspective. Retailers are 
challenged to personalize experiences beyond that of "clusters" of consumers that behave similarly, as consumers make more purchase decisions based on 
information they can surface anywhere and often on a mobile device, the retailer needs to leverage this confluence of data to specifically and accurately address 
each customer’s needs. The retailer that implements leading data management and analytic customer engagement practices will be the one that wins the sale.

Objectives
Retailers want to increase customer lifetime value, average transaction value, 
and customer loyalty. Retailers can di�erentiate themselves and build loyalty 
by personalizing the products and o�ers that are presented to customers via 
store associates and various consumer-facing interactions.

Solution
Retailers need access to real-time data-driven insights to drive relevant interactions, and 
connectivity to data outside the enterprise needs to be as accessible as owned data 
sources. Location awareness, customer shopping pattern insights, and inventory levels 
fuel decision processes aided by real-time analytics and AI, which improve sales 
conversion by personalizing content, recommendations, and o�ers. If the retailer 
leverages proximity sensors in stores and other physical spaces, it can deliver relevant 
contextualized recommendations directly to the consumer's mobile device.

Challenge
Most retailers struggle to develop near-real-time insights that connect to and 
utilize multiple data sources, to make personalized recommendations, drive 
personalized content, or create personalized and contextualized o�ers. To truly 
personalize interactions, the retailer needs to fully understand their customers.

Benefits
Speedy and e�cient access to information and insights enables 
improved personalized interactions which lead to higher 
conversion metrics, thus larger baskets, higher visit frequency, 
and greater customer satisfaction/loyalty. The targeted 
suggestions will improve customer experience and cross-selling/ 
upselling will increase the average sale value; great experiences 
improve customer loyalty and customer lifetime value.
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Curated Product Assortments
Use Case 4
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System requirements
Build a data core and apply frameworks to access and act on internally and externally sourced data e�ciently. As retailers respond to a shifting balance of digital and physical 
sales, and are armed with near-real-time access to external signals for seasonal trends, hot products, events, and weather, they need to build capabilities to act on this data 
responsively. This requires a variety of AI and ML tools to optimize their own product positioning based on this rich data, in addition to traditional internal sales, tra�c, and 
conversion analytics that they may already own. Data needs to be combined with the aid of data management platforms that can discover, ingest, and optimize utilization of 
the data for the best result (profitability and sales).

Objectives
Retailers need to optimize product positioning — localized 
assortment, price, and promotion — in an environment that 
increasingly requires shifting in real time to product demand 
and availability. The product catalog is dynamic, and retailers 
will adapt product strategies given real-time signals that 
include seasonal trends, events, weather, and hot new 
products. Suppliers and brands historically drove product 
assortments, but now the customer does, and the ability to 
adapt in conjunction with partners will drive improvements 
across key metrics including inventory sell-through/turns 
and profitability. 

Solution
Rearchitect the data core so that product data can be updated in an automated fashion via internal and external processes 
that adapt assortment plans, prices, promotions, and allocations based on real-time signals from partners. Assortments and 
categories should be continually optimized, managed as life-cycle portfolios of multifaceted o�ers inclusive of product, 
price, promotion, placement, and proximity attributes based on unified endless aisles across stores and digital channels and 
aware of market saturation of competitors' o�ers. Localize portfolios proportionally based on buying propensities of 
shopper segments. Optimize space for financial performance and landed cost of supply.

Challenge
Many of the legacy merchandising capabilities that retailers employ do not have the ability to 
perform sophisticated optimization of curated assortment plans. The data structures and system 
architectures are fundamentally incapable of accessing and integrating the volumes and varieties 
of data inputs e�ciently. Curated product assortment and positioning requires continual 
optimization, and that retailers do the following:

Benefits
Curated merchandising and 
product positioning is inherently 
adaptive and e�cient, resulting 
in sustainable improved sales 
and profitability.

Develop, monitor, and correct curated merchandising strategies and tactics to optimize trade-o�s 
across financial, inventory, price, and customer behavior goals to achieve item, category, store, and 
omni-channel objectives. 

Apply science-based forecasting, optimization, and rules-setting to decisions. Acquire and ingest 
competitors' store and market area pricing, assortment, and product attribute data. 

Model customer behaviors as a function of their shoppable universe.
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Data Management Solutions Built on the DX Platform 
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In response, leading retailers are implementing a DX platform. A DX platform is an enabling technology that allows organizations to:

Solutions that are developed on a modern DX platform di�er from previous-generation solutions in a number of ways:

Access data where it lives, inside and outside the organization
Build modern, flexible real-time composite applications connecting 
disparate applications and data silos

Leverage large data sets and high data ingest rates
Perform intelligent data-driven actions in real time 

Retailers need real-time data insights that can be leveraged to improve customer experience and productivity.

Previous-Generation Data Management Solutions Data Management Solutions Developed on the DX Platform

Separate systems of record and analysis

Limited analytic capabilities

Di�cult to integrate, transform, and normalize data from 
di�erent sources

Limited scalability

Data originates primarily from internal sources

Data must conform to a specific structure and format

Internal systems with external interfaces

Limited ability to incorporate real-time analytic processing into 
business processes

Integrated data systems of record, analysis, and engagement

Comprehensive analytical capabilities, including the ability to embed AI and machine 
learning capabilities into processes

Modern, seamless interoperability capabilities (e.g., integration, orchestration, 
API management)

Dynamically scalable to handle large amounts of data

Data comes from both internal and external sources, including business partners, purchased 
data services, sensors, and the Internet of Things (IoT)

Data can be variable (e.g., relational, NoSQL, key- value, natural language, JSON, 
semistructured data) and can change in form frequently 

Blend of internal and external systems, mobile applications, and self-managing 
systems using AI/ML

Designed to support real-time analytic processing of live transaction and event data with 
historical and contextual data sets

Incumbent systems can be "retrofitted" to achieve some of the attributes of a DX platform–enabled system, but they tend to be more di�cult to build and manage. Lack of proper 
operational integration may also make proving compliance to regulations such as GDPR more complicated than a truly integrated system. A better approach is to establish a system 
designed to unify incumbent systems with each other and with emerging 3rd Platform systems to achieve DX by design.
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DX Platform
Optimized

Comprehensive
Analytic

Capabilities

Easy to Develop,
Integrate, and

Deploy

Blends transactions and analytics in real time
Supports a variety of data representations 
– structured, unstructured, relational, NoSQL, key-value, document, object, multidimensional, etc.

Supports a variety of uses 
– access by users, analytic systems, transactional and ATP systems, graph analytics, cognitive computing, etc.

Supports standard data access and manipulation APIs and languages including SQL
Supports standard business intelligence tools 
Supports open analytics
 – open source, R language, AI, ML

Provides a unified development environment 
Interoperable with other data systems 
Dynamically scalable on-premise and in the cloud with low infrastructure costs

For more information: www.intersystems.com

source: IDC #US42886817
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Selecting the Right Data Management Solution for the DX Platform 
Retailers should select a data management solution with the following attributes:

Dynamic data management systems (DDMS) will grow to $9.7 billion by 2021 (35.7% CAGR)


